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On•campus alcoholism explored 
By SANDY SCHROEDER · into other areas. ''.Most discipline 
. . 114ew• Slaff wr11er- . cases are alcohol related. People do 
. Drinkers·in the U.S. numbered 89 things while'they'reintoxicated that 
million in 1972. Today, their they wouldn't normally do~~· Bren-
numbe.rs have jumped to I IO nan.said. . 
million;_Ten million of this current "You try tp get people to take 
figure are alcoholics. . responsibiltiy for what they do," 
Alcoholism is said to exist when Brennan emphasized. Drukenness is 
the drinking pf alcohol is.excessive no excuse.for any action. In fact, the 
and begins to interfere with some person is doubly wrong for commit-
aspect of a person's life - whether ting the transgression and for allow-
it's personal relationships, work, ing himself to drink enough to make 
finances, or spiritual beliefs. him do it. 
Does this condition have any con- ·--------• 
nection with Xavier. University? Analysis 
_ John Brennan, assitantdirectorof 
residence life, said that although 
he's . not qualified to determine 
whether a student may be an IJ,lco-
holic or not, he does see a p~oblem 
with alcohol abuse. He sees a 
problem with a certain segment who 
can't seem to do anything without . 
alcohol, Brennan said. It irritates 
him that certain people feel like they 
have to get drunk on weekends. 
The problem of-abuse has carried 
Brennan said that he feels that, in 
order to deal · with the drinking 
problem, "It's, got to be. an ongoing 
educational effort." 
One approach was to-have a staff 
training workshop for senior 
residents and graduate assistants in 
.the.dorms. · 
A former alcoholic talked to the 
group about alcoholism and alcohol 
abuse especially in relation to college 
New assistan.t named 
By DAVE COSGROVE information are on campus. The 
lllew• Slaff wr11er Computer Center is a great aid, ·as 
A new post, the administrative are the departmental files. However, 
assistant for academi~ affairs, was the most valuable source ofinforma· 
created this year. 'Filled.by John F. tion cited by Costello was the Xavier 
-Costello, the position entails gather· staff. He said that .within their 
. · ing information for three academic respective depa'rtments various peo· . 
directors; the Rev;'Francis·c. Bren;. pie ,are'very knowledgeable,- and 
nan. S.J., academic vice president; -· added that, "people hold an incredi-
Dr. David C. Flaspohler; dean of hie amount of data in the universi· 
the graduate school, and the Rev.. ty.". 
JosephT. Angilella,S.J.,deanofthe Costello holds two masters 
college of arts and sciences. degrees, one from the University of 
According to Costello, the occa· Detroit and one from Loyola Un-
sion for the formation of this job was iversity. 
the North Central Evaluation, which He is currently in his second, or 
indicated an overall Jack of long "field working" stage of Jesuit train· 
range planning. His capacity, he ex- ing, having completed his noviciate 
plained is one of an investigative studies. 
researcher, obtaining and collecting Asked if he had any specific goals 
various da~ that help indicate the in his current assignment, the future 
different patterns and trends needed Jesuit replied, !'This is ·.a learning 
for any extended organizational position as much as anything I can 
planning. · : do with it.I-have a· passive role more 
Costello explained how he would. than an active role -- and I feel that's 
operate through a hypothetical ex- necessary." 
ample of expanding the H.A.B. 
campuses. This man had developed a 
drinking problem while in college, 
and hadn't realized it until he had . 
become an alcoholic. He added that ' 
there was a 50 percent chance that 
. current abusers will become 
alcoholics. · 
Although it's impossible to com-
pile accurate;: statistics on the drink-
ing situation at Xavier, some of the 
senior residents gave their opinion of 
the topic as manifested in wing 
behavior. 
When asked if there was a 
problem of alcoholism in his dorm, 
Jim Gartland from Brockman 
responded,"Yes, it's a lot worse than 
students are aware of." He gave the · 
opinion that one out of ten people in 
his dorm drank more than once or 
twice a week, some drinking all night 
long. He added that in addition to 
the alcoholic problem, there's a 
. problem of abuse as well. He. feels 
that drinking is encouraged rather 
· than discouraged .among the 
· members of the dorm. 
Jim Straub of Husman can see a 
problem of early and middle.stage 
alcoholism and added that there's 
a definite problem of alcohol abuse. 
However, he doesn't feel that the ma-
jority is affected by the obnoxious· 
behavior and acts of vandalism 
which the abusers display. Sofarthis 
year, ·he's had to deal with two 
alcoh9l~related cases.. . ·.· . . . 
· · From ~'iii~ ·"wcimen's · side of 
Husman, Laurie Christensen com-
mented on her views. Although she 
feels that drinking is the norm, she 
added, "To me it doesn't seem as if 
there's a problem." According to 
Christensen, not too many seem to 
overdo. Of course, there is some 
problem with alcohol abuse, and the 
abusers tend to be disruptive and 
troublemakers. Overall, she feels 
that drinking has declined this year. 
Speaking for Kuhlman Hall, 
Angela Altman said she has obsel'V-
ed alcohol abuse by about half the 
students who live in her wing. When 
asked if these abusers affect others in 
the dorm, she affirmed, "Oh yeah, 
· · . Alcohoil1m to P•CI• 5 
t photo br Rob Sehr• r 
Alcoholl1m 11 •IW•Y• a potential problem on a college c•mpu1. To deal with the 
problem "It'• got to be an on-going educational effort." · 
Survil seeks support 
On Wednesday, September 27, Fr. · 
Bernard Survil, M.M .• an American 
missionary exiled from Nicaragua, 
held a press cotiference concerning 
his involvement with the people of 
Nicaragua. News Contributing 
Editor Michelle Tocorzic attended 
the press conference at the 
Ar~hdiocesean Office of Religious 
Education. · 
"Human rights is a globar respon· 
sibility," said Father Bernard Survil, 
M.M., in the Standard Observer, 
Aug. 14, 1978. 
" Analysis,, 
Survil is an American priest serv-
ing with the Maryknoll mis· 
sionaries. For the past four years, he 
has worked in Central America, the 
last year as pastor of St. Mary's of 
Guadalupe Church on the outskirts 
of Managua, Nicaragua. 
Last May, Survil attempted to . 
return to his people after a visit to the 
U.S., but was· 'denied re-entry to 
Nicaragua on grounds of "national 
security." This prompted Survil to 
launch a campaign in the U.S. 
against American .support for the 
Somoza regime. 
The people of Survil's parish have 
appealed to both the Bishop of 
Managua, ~iguel Obando Bravo, 
.and the President Anastasio Somoza 
of Nicaragua for help in returning 
Survil · to . their parish. So far, 
however, Obando has been denied 
reply from .the government concern-
ning Survil. 
The Somoza government in 
Nicaragua has been called a "death 
dealing regime" by the Catholic 
Church. In recent weeks, there has 
been much bloodshed, fighting and 
attP.cks on the Nicaraguan people by 
the government. Guerilla opposition 
forces of Somoza have banded 
together in hopes of overthrowing 
the government. 
Popular opinion holds that the41-
year-old Somoza regime has con· 
tinuously repressed the Nicaraguan 
people. American involvement with , 
the Somoza dynasty began in the 
1930s. The U.S. maintained a 
mil~tary base in Nicaragua in return 
for financial aid to tliat country. The 
aid went to Nicaragua with hopes 
that Somoza would stabilize the 
economy of Nicaragua. Instead, 
Somoza set up his family-powered 
regime which has repressed the peo· 
·pie sinee its beginning. · 
:~J.~;::~~~~!!~!f~h:;~i~r~!:~~ Mulligan announces land acquisition 
terms of each student, or cost per By BARBARA BARRETT 
Socially, ·politically, economical-
ly, and agriculturally, the 
Nicaraguans hold no weight with the 
Somoza government. The people are 
impoverished. The illiteracy rate in 
Survil's parish nears fifty percent. 
And the people want nothing to do 
with Somoza other than to see his 
government deposed. As one 
Nicaraguan woman said, "Tell the 
world we're notcommimists. We just 
want to be rid of Somoza." (Cincin· 
nati Enquirer.September 1978) 
unit, Then I would check enrollment _ Edltor•lli-Cll14tt 
over a four or five year period, deter.; A faculty ·meeting was held in the 
mining the trends of the programs Cash room. of Logan Hall at I :30 
popularity. Finally, I would have to p.m. on Friday, Sept. 29. 
Sept. 1978, Xavier has raised over 
$I million in grants, according to 
Brennan. 
The Board of Trustees has ap· 
proved the adaption of a summer 
·masters program in theology. 
Irwin F. 'Beumer, vice-president of 
business'."finance and treasurer 
presented the income and expen-
ditures report for the 1977-78 fiscal 
year. According to Beumer, Xavier's 
long term debt of $2 million com· 
prises only four percent of the total 
worth of the plant which . is $SS 
million. 
consider elements like ·the effec-· The Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, 
tiveness of the course, and.possibly S.J., President, announced that for 
check on its final result-seeing if, for the past three years, Xavier has been . 
example, the rate of acceptance in negotiating to buy the Joseph Link 
graduate training among the Apartment Complex. According.to 
students i.'! high or low." : 'Mulligan, the university will pay for 
Most of the resources that must be · the land over a period of ten years. 
Clinics aid job seekers 
drawn on· for the collection of such During this period, a· management By KEN MENKHAUS 
. lllft pllalo llr lloll lcillreder 
John F. Cotlello h .. Hen named to 
· lheposHlon of 1ul1lantfor ICldemlc 
1H1lra. H1·W1111td D1M1·Fi.pohllr 
Ind. Angllelll. Incl. Ac.ctemlc. Vice . 
Pl'lllclent F;~ lrenn1n. · 
firm will handle the renting of the '41w• s .. n wr1i-r 
apartments. The Career 'Planning and Ptace-
The Rev. Francis C. Brennan, ment office is sponsoring a series of 
S.J., ~demic viee-president, an- clinics designed to develop the skills 
nounced the final enrollment a student needs to Jarid a position in 
statistics for the fall semester of . todays competitive job market. In· 
1978. "There are currently 1196 un~. ·.· terview skills, resumes, job search, 
· dergraduates in the ~ollege of Arts. study skills, and self-assessment are 
and Sciences and 856 un-: among the topics of the.informal 
·· dergraduates in the College , of workshops directed by Louise 
· Busiiieu.Administration," .Brennan ·Burke. 
. s&id. ~It's thcflrst time we've gone The next scheduled clinic, Study 
· over .an enrollment of 2000 for quite Skills, will nieet on Tuesday, Oct. I 0, 
sometime," Brennan added. at 2 p.m. Underclassmen are urged 
A copy of the enrollment report \to attend this workshop~ which will 
will be· posted. in the faculty lounge. . focus on.· study habits and self· 
Brennan announced that· Xavier · · discipline. 
has raised half the amount needed to Self-assessment workshops will be 
attain· 'the second bracket of 'the held on Monday, Oct. 16, at 2 p.m.; 
National Endowment for the Fl'.iday, Nov. 3, at I p.m.; and Mon;. 
Hµmanities Challenge. Grant.. · · day; Dec. 4, at IO p.m~ During these 
·Furthermore, from Sept. 1977 to clinics students learn to take an in· 
ventory of their skills for practical 
application in thc'job market. 
If a student applies for a job, it is 
almost certain he will have to write a 
resume. This important skill will be 
covered on Oct. 17 at 11 a:m. and 
Nov. 15 at 10:30 a.m. . 
Another iopic in the series, Job 
Search, will focus on the strategies 
needed to land a desirable job. Job 
Search will meet Oct. 25 at· 2 p.m. 
and Nov. 28 at II p.m . 
Finally the Career Planning and 
Developmen~ Office ii offering · 
workshops on interview skills. 
Located in the Television Studio, 
these workshops will include mock 
interviews , which will be taped and 
replayed to the stude~ts in an effort 
to reveal and correct bad habits. 
These sessions will be held on Nov. 9 
. at 2 p.m. and Dec. 6 at 10:30 a.m. 
The main force in the opposition 
to Somo7.a is the Sandinista 
Natfonal Liberation Front, a group 
formed by Cuban Marxist, Carlo1 
Fonseca ·Amador. Amador . was 
killed by Somoza troops two years 
ago .. The Sandinistas have recently 
acquired people from all walks of 
life-all with the common purpose 
of seeing an end to the Somoza 
government. 
According to AP wire service, " ... 
Ordinary Nicaraguans hate Somoza 
because his national guard has been 
brutai and repressive, a . feelina 
heightened during· ·recent .fighting. 
Witnesses told of secina young men 
yanked from their homes, and shot 
down by the guard during the 
assaults on major cities." 
Somoza fears an overthrow of hi1 
government by opposition forces in 
Nicaragua and has begun to me 
tanks, planes and the national guard 
to suppress such an overthrow. 
· The alledged travesties occurrina 
i.n Nicaragua could tum out tQ com-
pletely destroy the co·untry. 
Reports have sta~~that .becauw: 
.1urvllloP1197 
By BERT J. DAHM 
. G111flll editor 
Have you ever wondered what the Jesuits here at XU were ~eally 
like? If you are a freshman· or a transfer student your opportumty to 
find out is Friday, Oct. 14, from8:00dll ll:OOp.m. Beer, chips and the 
famous Schott dining room will provide the atmosphere for new 
students to meet the Jesuit community and fellow students. You may 
stop in any time or if you like, stay the entire time. This is one event you 
won't want to miss! · · 
••••• 
All full·· tir.ne. Xavier University students, especially undergraduate 
· sophomores,. are invited to consider the FREDIN MEMORIAL 
. SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM which provides for a fullyearofstudy 
at the Sorbonne in Paris, France. The schoJanhip stipend pays for ap-
proximately three-fourths of the coat of the program. Students from 
any college oft~~ university and with any major are eligible. Students 
have must have, however, at least junior standing by June, 1979. Par-
ticipants are required to complete at least one full semester's work. at 
XU upon completion of the program. Prior knowledge of French is 
desirable, but not required. Further information and applications are 
available in Room 124, Alter HalJ. The deadline fo~ application is Nov. 
6, 1978. . . 
Also, the French Club of Xavier U Diversity would like to announce 
that it will sponsor a "quesion and answer" se11ion with the 1977-78 
Fredin Memorial Scholarship applicants. It will be held on Friday, 
Oct. 20, from 1:30-2:30 p.m. in the Regis Room of the University 
Center. 
••••• 
Need a retreat but don't have time to take a weekend off? Campus. 
Ministry is offering a Directed Retreat for four weeks, Oct. 22.;.Nov. 20. 
Retreatants will meet once a week for about an hoilr with the director 
of theirchoice,.and will attend three general sessions Oct. 22, 8:30 p.m.; 
Nov. 8, 8:30 p;m. and Nov. 20, IO p.m. A starting point for the dis-
cussions will be a book (cost $2.QO)- the only expense of the retreat. If 
you're interested, forms are available in the Campus Ministry Office, 
Un_iversity Center. Deadline for registration is Thursday, Oct. J9. 
••••• 
Commuter Council needs a staff and is looking for any interested 
commuter. Anyone wishing to help out and serve in this office is to 
come to a meeting on Wednesday, October 11, at 12:30 in the Com-
muter Council ·office. (Located on the first floor of the University 
Center behind the Information Desk) . 
• • • • • 
Alpha Sigma Nu is sponsoring three short fantasy films and a 
follow-up discussion to be held in the Cash Room of the Chemistry 
Building on Tuesday, October 10, at 2 p.m. The three films are 
"Omega," "Flatland," and "Threshold." The discussion will feature 
panelists from the English,. Psychology, and Theology departments. 
The price is right, too - it's free. 
Thursday, Oct. S 
Friday, Oct. 6 
Saturday, Oct. 7 
/ 
( 
Sunday, Oct. 8 
Monday,Oct.9 
Tuesday, Oct. 10 
Wednesday, Oct. 11 
Campu• Actlvltl•• 
Assertiveness Training for R.N.'s, Terrace, 
University Center, 8:30 
Soccer-Dayton at XU, Stadium, 7 p.m. 
Epistemology Discussion Group, Faculty 
Conference Room, Hinkle Hall, 1:30 p.m. · 
Chemistry Seminar, Cash Room, Logan Hall 
1:3() p:m., Dr. Clayton S. Gist speaking on 
"Introduction to Radioimmunoassay." 
Women's Volleyball - XU at Wilmington with 
Cedarvile, 6 p.m. 
Rugby·.-:- XU at Miami, 1:00 p.m. 
Road trip to Mammoth Cave National Park 
United , Appeal Dance - Inn, University 
Center, 9:00-1:00 a.m .. 
Baseball ...:... Northern Kentucky at XU, Field, 2 
p.m. 
'Brewer's Meeting - OKI RM., University 
Center, 7 p.m. 
Women's Volleyball - Wright State at XU, 7 
p.m. 
Study Skills, Regis Rm., 2:()().4:00 p.m. 
Autumn Holiday, Undersraduate Pay 
Alpha Sigma Nu Film Discussion, Cash Rm., 
Logan· Hall, 2:00 p.m. 
Soccer - XU at Wilminaton . 
Study Skills, Regis Rm., 2:()().4:00 p.m. 
Feniale Faculty/ Student Cookout, Breen, 5:30 
p.m. 
Companies Jlecruiting on Campus; U.S. Navy 
Speaker - Kelly Monteith, Cafeteria, 8 p.m. 
Women's Volleyball - XU at Wittenberg 
with Muskingum, 4:30 p.ni. 
Student Senate Meeting, OKI Rm., 2:00 p.m. 
Liturgy, Pied Piper, 10:00 p.m. · 
Companies Recruiting on Campus: 
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co.; U.S. 
Navy; U.S. Marines; Armco Steel Crop. 
~-. The X1vitr Niwa 11 ttie offlclel atudeni · ;1dil~rlal1 reflect the opinion olthemajorltY.ol' lhe Editorial Board ind do not n-rlly repreMnl th' opinion ol the student bcldy, faculty or 1dminl1tr1tlon ol Xavier Univer1ity. The News la publlahed weekly during the. school year except during vacation and 
examination period• by X1vler Unlver1lly, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. Subacrlptlona are 
$5.00 per year. The News, 1 non·prollt · 
!l!'.lla!!~ll.tlon, 11 la~ued a thlr.d cla11 bulk rate: 
. neW1paper ol Xavier Unlveralty. The 1rtlcle1, 
plctur• ind format ire the reaponalbillty ol 
the edltora Ind do not repreMnt the vtewa of 
~ lclrulnlatrallon, l1culty 111d aludent body 
~ Xavier uni- apeclllcllly •llled. All ·permit no. 1275. 
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Diverse intern programs b'tter8d 
By ROBERT J. WILKING · 
,.._,s1111wr119r 
. Throughout the year, many 
undergraduate· students are better 
able to take advantage . of intern 
programs at Xavier, both within and 
outside their major. 
. Acc~l'.dins to the Rev. Joseph An·. 
gilella, dean of the college of arts 
an~ · sci'ences, several intern 
programs are available to students 
within the college. Inter.n programs 
for credit exist within the history, 
political science/ sociology,· com-
munication ·arts, education, 
English/ theatre, and international 
studies majors. Intern positions on , 
an individual basis exist within the· 
psychology and: theology 
departments. · 
The city internship offered by the 
history and policital icience/ 
sociology departments has been in 
existence longer than any intern 
program. Students are assigned to 
positions within the Cincinnati 
government or social · agencies, 
·depending upon student interest. 
Under the direction of three 
assistants to Mayor Gerald 
Springer, the intership is offered 
during both semesters, and is open to 
students ofilny major. 
In· addition, there exi1t1 an· in-
ternship program in which ·Xavier 
participates, whereby students are 
assigned to a position inside or out-
side the federal gove~ment . in 
Washington, · D.C. Entitled the 
Washiniton Center For Learning 
Alternatives, ii is a nationwide 
· program in which students are 
placed in such areas as the Ex-
ecutive · Branch, Congreu, federal 
departments, journalism, business, . internship is the· lack of stude.nt par-
healtli, and fine arts.Jt is offered ticipation .. "lt is-extremely d_ifficu1t 
throughout the year, and is taken for to set.thesethinp \IP with, SA~\ ten 
up to six credit hours;: ·· · ·. · . students," Angilella says. "I know no 
. way around. in'. regards to the work"'. 
· Angilella. believes pilrt~cipation in · ing • aspect.~·· He ··says · that . many 
an ·intern program is a beneficial students have to work a& part-tune 
learning experience for students. jobs in or4er to.pay.offthe,lwtio~ 
"Students put in lots of years of !ear- and thus do not have the tune to par-
ning through lectures, libr~y; and ticipate in .the, intemslUp. :.None-
laboratory_ work•·.·. The· inter~. ·. _theleu, · _heeilco .... ~)';:itude'1t. 
proiram provides for the develop-· who hU the tune to •iirfup with.an· 
mentofanalternate.\Vayofleuning, . intern coune, .notiq> .. tflat}thC ·· 
in, whiCh a hand on experience is · Wuhinaton Center baa. tielllltncloua .· 
provided." . · varieties. ··. "Every · student. _should 
He s•d that his work experience have at least ·one intemlhip-duriq 
provides a discovery'as to what can his orhercolleaeyeara. Butourideu · 
be · expected ·in the world after and reality are often differeliL" · · · 
sraduation. . . . . 
Students do ~ot have to pay a fee AccordinatoDr.'RqbertZimmer- · 
to work uan intern, with the excepa man; the newly appointecl moa.te 
tion of the Washington; . D.C. dean of the collep of buainel ~ 
pr01fam, nor are they paid ·for their ministration, the · reason ·the un-
service1. Anailella belicwnhat for deraraduate bU.ineu ltud'ent1 do 
the inteinahip to be a rewardiq not haw their own intern pr0.,.m·ia 
educational experience, students that "molt of our 1tudinta who want 
should perform their duties on. a to work, work already._ We ·really 
voluntary basis. Thus the student in- haven't seen the ncCcl for it.•· He Uid 
volved will simply take with him or· that a few students on an individual 
her the knowledge of a real Jife work- basis perform· as intenu, but they · 
ing environment, and will not _be receive no univenity credit for their 
paid to perform menial taske1. service. He also said that be bu 
In order for an intern program to 
be set up, a group or orS!lnizati~n · . 
must first be sought that wall take an-
tern help. Whether or notthis oppor-: 
tunity for placement fits itito the ma-
jor must then be decided by the in-
. dividual academic department, 
· along with the complete setup of the 
program. The proposed internship 
idea is then sent to Rev. Angilella for 
final approval. The student's interest 
and. possible teaming experience· are 
continually taken into cort1ideratioil. 
Perhaps the main drawback to the 
heard very little from students, either 
now or in the past; who haYe con-
tacted him · or . his department 
concerning .a buaineu inte~p; · .. 
To find out more about a pOllible 
intern position within your major, 
contact· your academic.· department 
head. To learn. more about. the 
Washington, D.C. iritermhipaee Dr. 
Neil Heighberger, Chairman of .._ 
Department of Political Science and· 
Sociology, at310 Hinkle Hall, orcall-
his· office phone number 745-3478. · 
The Sugarloafer 
s42~0 
Shown is just ONE,-.of ·TEN. 
styles available at Potter's 
• Downtown on Fifth St. • Hyde Park Square 
• Tri-County • Kenwood Plaz~ • _Beechmont Mall 
• Northgate Mall • Florence Mall 
·Potter's. 
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·Exp.loring Cincinnati Museums. 
can expand your horizons · 
New York'ticton Janel Bllel and Chrlitopher Conno_rs appearing In Rodgers· 
and Hammerstein's South Pac/tic, now playing through Nov. 19 at LaComedla 
Dinner Theatre In Springboro. · · 
By MOLLY MASSET 
New1 Steff Writer 
Got a free afternoon and nothing 
to do? Why not try a visit to one of 
Cincinnati's museums? .You can 
spend a leisurely afternoon 
expanding your horizons for 
nothing, or next to nothing. 
Just a few minutes down Victory 
Parkway, in Eden Park, is the 
Cincinnati Art Museum, the largest 
museum in the city. The Art · 
Museum is currently featuring its 
own collection of post-Impression-
ists, but it also sponsors many 
excellent temporary exhibits 
throughout the y_c;.ar. The museum is 
open 10 a.m. to. S p.m., Tuesday 
·La·:Comediacombines food & fun 
By GREG ·BARKER· 
Arla a Enlert.inmenl Editor -
A good restaurant is hard to find, 
and an· enjoyable play isn't any 
·easier.· La Comedia dinner theatre 
·breaks all the odds by combining the 
two quite successfully. Located in 
Springboro, Ohio, a half-mile east · 
of 1-75 on ·Route 73, La Comedia -
·represents an entertaining 
- alternative to Xavier students. 
· Dinner is served buffet style; and a 
typical-evening finds the salad carts 
being-rolle,d out around 6:00 p.m. to 
start.things off. By today's standards 
the variety and amount of 
·eondiments available to top off your 
salad ·is not outstanding, but proves 
· satisfactory for the most part. Next 
-comes the main dishes, {our in all, 
complemented with a variety of 
potatoes and vegetables. To give you 
some idea - of · ·what to expect: 
- marinated beef, fish · in a cheese 
sauce, hawaiian ham and roast beef · 
were. the en trees the night I attended.. . 
Finauy,, the dessert_ carts arrived at: 
center stage with pie and. pudding to 
signal an end to the dining phase. 
:.· Throughout all this . the: staff: .was 
friendly and efficient, bCing amajor'· 
factor in creating a pleasant 
atmosphere. -
Now is the time for the show to 
begin. La Comedia maintains high 
standards here by acquiring 
· seasoned New York actors as well as 
experienced area talent for their 
plays. Such a mixture was evident in 
South Pacific, the Rodgers and 
Hammerstein musical that is 
presently playing. 
Based on James Michener's Tales 
of the South.Pacific, the setting is on 
two islands in the Pacific during 
World War II. The story revolves 
around a bittersweet romance 
· between Nellie Forbush, a young 
nurse from Arkansas, and Emile de 
Becque, a much older French 
planter in exile. A second ro~ance 
devdops between Liat, a lovely 
Tonkinese girl, and Lt. Joe Cable, a 
youthful Marine, who like Nellie, is 
torn between .the prejudice he has 
brought from America and his love 
for a foreigner. 
Review 
What the acting lacked was more 
than made up for by the musical 
score. Songs lik~ ."Some Enchanted 
Evening," "There Is Nothing Like A 
Dame"·and .. I'm gonna Wash That· 
By GARY L. HILLIARD 
Ne• lllff Writer _ 
Despite what people say, talent 
does exist among-Cincinnati's local 
bands. And nowhere is this more 
evident than in a band I happened to 
catch · at Fibber McGee's on 
September 23. The band was called 
"Homegrown," and they did a stand 
which I consider to be the best 
performance of any local band I've 
seen. 
Man Right Outa My Hair" kept 
things going at a fast yet enjoyable 
pace. Director Charles Christopher 
deserves a pat on the back for 
. making the several scene changes . 
necessary seem natural rather than 
awkward. -
Janet Bliss plays Nellie with the 
enthusiasm and warm\)t reminiscent 
of Mitzi Gaynor in the film version. 
Bewildered by the predicament she 
finds herself in, she seeks advice 
from several sources bCfore finally 
realizing her love for Emile. Played 
by Jim Stream, a regular at La 
Comedia, this character comes 
across disappointingly, being too 
cold and distant to allow the 
audience to sympathize with his 
equally confused situation. 
South Pacific will be playing at La 
Comedia each Tuesday through 
· Saturday until November 19. For 
ticket inforination feel free to call 
721-0203. 
- When I tint dropped into Fibber's -
at 2603 Vine St., the band had some 
equipment troubles and so had a late 
start When the band finally did start 
playing, Homegrown proved that 
they were well wo'rth the wait by 
opening up their show with a superb 
rendition of Ario Guthrie's "Coming 
Into Los Angeles." They actually 
had the crowd up and cheering after 
. this first number, something you 
very rarely see on the saloon circuit. 
When Frank, Greg, Dave and 
drummer Crude Dog took the stage 
after the first break, they opened 
with a great performance -of a great 
5ong, Van Morrison's .. Moondance." 
They then played a highly palatable 
run that included "Jesus Just Left 
Chicago," "Substitute," the Beatle's 
"No Reply" and a delectable little 
ditty penned by Crude Dog and 
Frank Rodriguez entitled "Autumn," 
which proyed the band's ability to do 
original music. 
The third set, outside of one 
Allman Brothers' song, consisted of 
all original material, such as 
'"Thinking of You," "Do It To It" and 
"Snake Eyes," a song so hot it makes 
you boil: -
~elly ·Monteith wlll come lo the Xavier C~feterla on Oct. 11 el 8:00 p.m. 
When the last set of their three 
hour show came up, the crowd had 
almost doubled in size by people 
who had passed by Fibber's, heard 
Homegrown playing and thought 
the sound so good that · they paid 
their respective SJ.00 admission 
fees: . This set contained more 
Monteith to beget ini~th 
- By GREG BARKER 
Arte a EnleNlnmenl Editor ·' 
Students will have ·a chance,to 
forget about tests and 'studying and 
have a good laugh when' comedian· 
Kelly Monteith comes ; ~o · the 
· cafeteria on· Oct. JI,. ai.-8:00 p . .n;· 
Admission is· SO cents for X.U. 
students and $2.00 for all others. 
.material for other comics (his first original material, including "Clifton 
. sale was to Phyllis Diller). Skyline" and "B-Street Shuffle." 
-. Monteith. has appeared on varius When they ended their show, the 
T. v~ . shows, including Mike crowd would not letthemgo, so they 
Doug/a$, Merv Griffin -and The answered the standing ovation with 
Tonight Show. He also starred in his an encore playing of "Snake Eyes." 
own. CBS summer show a couple Fibber~s .. finally_ . clo~ed, and the 
seasons back. bouncers had to drag people out to 
His style is to joke about things get them to leave. · · 
few people have thought as funny · Homegrown will be recording . 
before. He takes great 'delight in soon, so if you want to catch them 
making people laugh at themselves. before then, check out Colby's at 
His stop at Xavier is part of a 6490GlenwayAvenueandgetmusic 
. tllough relatively unknown, 
Monteith is no newcomer to the 
scene. After attending the Pasadena 
Playhouse College of T~eatre Arts 
he began playing several small clubs 
around Los Angeles and writing 
comedy. He soon moved to Las 
Vegas and began seriously writing 
large-scale college tour that is taking well worth the $1.00 admission price 
_ him across the country. So far the on November 29, 30 and December 
reviews have been very good; let's I, 2, 3. Also listen· to their tape 
hope it.keeps up. . playing on WVXU . 
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through Saturday, and I p:m. to 5 
· p.m. 9n Sunday. Admission is $1.00 
except ·on Saturday, when 
admission is free. · 
Located in the same building is 
the Ci·ncinnati Art Academy which 
also runs a gallery. Gallery hours are. 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through 
Friday, and noon to 5 p.m. on 
Saturday and Sunday. There is no 
admission charge. 
History buffs may want to take a 
peak into the Cincinnati Historical 
Society which is located in the same 
building as the Art Museum and 
the Art Academy. The ·society 
sponsors lectures pedodically 
throughout the year. 
Also located in Eden Park is 
Krohn Conservatory. Free to the 
public, the conservatory features a 
collection of tropical plants, . 
orchids, and at · Christmas and 
Easter holds impressive seasonal 
displays. 
On the edge ofEden Park, located 
on Gilbert Avenue, is the Cincinnati 
Museum of Natural History. For a 
dollar, one can explore a man-made · 
cave, learn about endangered 
species, and walk a nature trail. The 
Museum ofNatu_ral History and the 
Art Museum both feature gift shops 
·with unique gift ideas. The Museum. 
of Natural History also houses the 
·Planetarium. Both the' Museum of 
Natural History and the 
Planetarium periodically sponsor 
lectures and ~pecial shows. 
Not far from Eden Park, at 316 
Pike Street downtown, is 'the Taft 
Museum, birthplace of President 
William Howard Taft. The Taft 
Museum has a fine collection of 
antiques and painting and is 
currently showing an exhibit of 
contemporary artists entitled 
"Galaxies." The museuin is open 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday 
through Saturay, and 2 to S p.m. on 
Sunday. Admission is free. 
Also downtown, at 115 East Fifth 
Street, is the Contemporary Arts 
Ce11ter,' which is featuring a number 
of interesting exhibi.ts during the 
coming months. For a dollar, one 
can take a look at what's happening 
in the world of art today. It's best to 
call the Arts Center for the brochure 
describing the upcoming exhibits. 
,_ __ Upcoming Concerts ---
October 5 Aerosmith General Admission 
Coliseum Star Castle i ~ ·,; $8.25 
October 8 & 9 Richard Pryor Reserved tickets 
Music Hall Patti LaBelle $8.50, $9.50 
October 12 Little Feat Reserved tickets 
Dayton Hara Arena $6.00, $7.00 
October 25 Jethro Tull Reserved tickets 
Coliseum Uriah Heep $6.75, $7.75 
October 28 Al Stewart Reserved tickets 
Music Hall $6.50, $7.50 
MANHATTAN HOUSE 
Lounge and Game Room 
4201 Victory Pkwy •. _ 
(In the Parklane Apts.) 
TUES. NIGHT DISCOUNT 
tor all Xavier Students with l.D. 
ATTENTION 
Students Interested 
in MBA Programs 
A representative of the Syracuse University 
School of Management MBA Program will be 
on Campus on: 
Wednesday, October 11, 1978 
1:30-4:30 P.M. I . 
·For further information, and an· appointment, 
please contact your Placement Career Services 
Office. 
1. 
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Sluggers tak.e tourney laurels 
By ROB HELVATY 
· A .. ocl•le Editor 
Xavier's baseball team now boasts 
a 9-3 record after winning four big 
games over the weekend to become 
Northern Kentucky baseball tourna-
ment champions for the third time in 
the tournament's existence. 
Xavier passed their first win of the 
tournament Friday against Ohio 
Dominican, 9-4 with Andy Dillman 
taking the pitching honors. Xavier's 
only loss came Saturday, 6-7 against 
tournament host Northern Ken-
tucky. Xavier's Todd Weber, 
though, powered one out in that 
game. 
Sunday was the big day. Three 
games were played, and Xavier won 
all three. 
Hal Franke pitched against Ohio 
Dominican and Xavier's 4-1 victory 
came on Pete Spoerl's three hits and 
Tom Schiller's power hit. 
The next two games were against 
W. Kentucky and Xavier needed to 
win them both ·to win the tourna-
ment. Schiller and Spoerl both hit 
home runs with Spoerl landing three. 
hits in two games back-to-back. Jim-
my Brox~erman pitched that victory, 
10-4. 
The playoff game came down to a 
bottom-of-the-seventh victory in 
which coach Veterino's Muskies 
proved their stamina when N. Ken-
tucky's pitcher lost his cool with a 
wild throw allowing pitch-runner · 
Tom Murray to score for Xavier's 2-
1 victory. This situation developed 
with a ,Tom Schiller hit, a Dave 
Ballman single and a Rusty Staab 
bunt. 
· Swimathon successful 
more organized ·practices, new 
kick boards, and money for traveling. 
Of the 30 people participating in 
the swimathon, 20 were swim team 
members. The swimming was 
divided into two three-hour shifts, 
and participants swam an average of 
200 or more non-stop laps. 
_._,__,·'_ 
Marr Lrnn Roding prepare• for a dive. 81811 photo by Rob Schr•d8r 
Swim team wins; 
downs Mt. St. Joe 
The women's swim team at Xavier 
defeated Mt. St. Joe by a score of68 
to 42 in the opening meet of. the · 
season. The meet was held at Xavier's 
sports center on September 2S. · 
THE STIOH IUWllY COMPANY, DITIOIT, MICHIGAN © 1'71 
Xavier swimmers placed first in 13 
events, captured second place in 
three events and took third place in 
two events . 
., . 
/ 
• • 
"/see they finally got Stroh's on tap." 
Piige4 
Mary Lynn Roeding, Lori Rust; 
Beth Conley and Peggy Regan 
combined to win the 200 medley relay 
and the 200 freestyle relay. 
Beth Conley took first place in the 
200 meter freestyle and the 100 meter 
butterfly. · 
Lori Rust captured first place in 
the 100 meter individual medley, JOO 
meter backstroke and 200 meter 
· · breaststroke .. ·.·· · • . '"" ... ·" · " ... · 
Ellie Sm.ith collected first place in 
the 50 meter backstroke, the SO meter 
butterfly and second place in the 
hundred meter individual relay. 
Peggy Regan added to Xavier's 
strength, placing first in the IOOand 
500 meter freestyle events. 
Mary Lynn Roeding completeid 
the list of first place swimmen with 
wins in the SO meter backstroke and 
SO meter freestyle. 
Tracy Renner took second place in 
the SO meter backstroke, 100 meter 
butterfly and third place in the SO 
meter butterfly. 
Melanie Miranda placed third in 
the SOO meter freestyle. 
The. team's next meet will be 
against Wittenberg on Nov. 2 at 
Xavier. · 
.HA88AN MOTOR8, INC. 
3813 MONTOOMIEIW ROAD 
CINCINNATI, 'oHIO 411a1a 
931-11900 . 
10% OFF 
on all service and parts to 
X.U. students and faculty 
with identification cards. 
RESEARCH 
10,250 Topics 
Send today for your up·lo·date, 256-
page, mall order. catalog! Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage & handling . 
. Pro,mpt delivery. . · . · 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, IN.C. 
11322 IDAHO AVE., #206EG 
LOS ANGELES;. CALIF .. 90025 
(213) 477·8226 . 
Our research papers •re sold 
for research PU!poses ORiy. 
.. ' . . ..... , lllMn • 
Soccer: wins s-om_, an_d loses-some 
By TOBY CHARLES 
fll•w• Staff Wrll•r 
The X.U. soccer'teain began the 
toughest road trip of the season 
Wednesday, Sept. 27, . playing 
Evansville, University of Mjssouri-
St. Louis and Lindenwood (St. 
Louis). '. 
Evansville, ·a nationally ranked · 
team,Jook the Muskies completely 
by surprise. Last year's game ended 
in a 1-1 draw in overtime. This year, 
however, Evansville completely 
renovated their team with 12 fuli-
scholarship offers. Players from 
soccer-hot St. Louis and three 
foreigners upended the Muskies, 
who are offered no such funding, 7~ 
I. The lone Xavier goal came at the 
35:00 mark of the first half when 
Mark Stewart headed in a cross from 
John Capurro. Ttie first half ended 
with Evansville ahead 2-L The se-
cond half_ proved disastrous as 
Evansville pumped in five goals to 
do in the frustrated Muskies. 
overtime. X.U. outhustled and out-
played their opponents at virtually 
all positions. UMSL scored the first 
goal at the 23:00 minute of the first 
halL But X.U. came back when Tom 
Stevens put a pass from Nicky Calix-
. te into the lower corner of the net for 
the equalizer. The Riverl'hen began 
to get frustrated . and repeatedly 
fouled X. U .'s midfielders and 
forwards. The .first half ended in a 1-
1 tie. The start ofthesecondhalfhad 
the Muskies playing some of the best 
made eight regulation-time saves 
and a game-saving block in over-
time. The entire team deserves con-
. gratulations for one of the best 
athletic efforts in Muskie history. 
On Sunday, Oct. 1, X.U. played its 
easiest game of the season against 
. Lindenwood college (St. Louis). Still 
. high from the previous day's ac-
complishment, X. U. ran 
Lindenwood · into the ground six 
goals to nil. Tom Schott recorded his 
third shutout of the season with the 
help of Charlie Hetterich. All Xavier 
players saw action and kept pressure 
. on the · Lindenwood defense con-
stantly. The starting midfielders and 
forwards had a virtual field day 
offensively. John Cappuro had two 
assists, Mike Rolfsen recorded a 
The trouncing from Evansville, 
however, proved to be a blessing in 
disguise. As the Muskies boarded 
the bus to St. Louis, they vowed 
never to have to withstand such em-
barrasment again. On Saturday, 
Sept. 30, the Muskies took on 
another nationally ranked power: 
the University of Missouri-St. Louis. 
In previous meetings, the· UMSL 
Rivermen completely overwhelmed 
the X.U. teams. Not so this time. Ina 
very r9ugh and· foul-laden match, 
the Muskies tied the Rivermen 2-2 in 
· soccer this season. Finally; 18 
minutes into the half, Brian Robert-
son dribbled through the confused 
·uMSL defense and drilled. a shot 
past their diving goalie. The X.U. 
fans present were ecstatic; the team 
was ecstatic; the Rivermen were 
shocked. The Muskies· held off the 
Rivermen scoring· drives and came 
close, time after time, to wrapping 
up the game with a third goal. But 
with 13 minutes remaining, UMSL's 
Time. "T" Tecambel headed a free 
kick just off the right post and into 
the net for the equalizer. Minutes 
later Joe Hawk missed by inches on a 
valiant scoring effort. 
·goal and an assist, forwards Brian 
Robertson and Nicky Calixte had 
two goals a piece, and backfield 
sweeper Mac Garrigan scored a 
penalty kick. Tom Coudon added an 
assist to round off the scoring stats. 
. The team is reaching its top form 
and should do well the rest of the 
si;ason, barring any further injuries. 
The team and coaches extend a 
warm thanks to the "Kirk Chicks" 
for tlieir support and enthusiasm. 
The next home game is Thursday, 
Oct. 5, against the rival Dayton 
Flyers at 7 p.m. 
uT t "P t I · · · 811111 photo by Rob Schrader 
u s • er s ems one over the, net In the Thursday, Sept. 28, match against 
Overtime saw no . goals, but the 
Muskies came within one goal of 
pulling off a major college upset. 
Special credit should go to the 
Muskie defense, all of whom played 
.an outstanding game. Mac Gar-
rigan, Dave Weber, Greg Ohe, and 
St. Louis "hometown hero" Jim 
Vorwald played as a solid defensive 
unit. Senior Goalie Tom Schott 
~~:~~~:.ti Blble College. Xavier s women volleyball tam won both games: 15·1 
Alcoholism 
from page 1 
Wanted: 
Any poor and starving obscure 
journalist with as yet untapped 
talent .~ho is interested in becom-· 
ing a prodigy of Jack Anderson, 
WE NEED YOU! The X.U. 
News is looking for any willing 
person - to write, type edit, 
photograph (or just plain read!) 
the News. If you would just love 
to work on the News - leave 
your name and phone number 
and what you'd like to do in the 
envelope on the newsroom door, 
or call the newsroom C?45-3S61). · 
Weather Shield 
3758 Montgo1Qery Rd. 
Part time 
Boys soccer team to play 
On Oct. 5, the Xavier Soccer team 
wiil play the University of Dayton on 
Corcoran· Field. Prior to this game, 
at S:30 p.m., an exhibition soccer. 
game will be played between 11 and 
12 year old boys. 
by the name of the XU Musketeers 
from Anderson Towns.hip, is coach-
ed by Xavier's own Roger Fortin, in-
terim library director. For the past 
two years in a row, the X.U. 
Musketeers have placed first in the 
Greater Cincinnati Select Soccer 
League, according to Fortin. 
they trash up the dorins, they're 
loud, and they're obnoxious." 
Bob Rosing added his views to the 
situation in Kuhlman. His com-
ments on the drinking problem in-
cluded, "I think most people are 
pretty level-headed about it (drink-
ing), but there is a problem with a 
few abusers whose worst effect is to 
cause property damage." He also 
noted that the abusers seem to add to 
a rowdy atmosphere. 
· Phone Room help 
needed in my 
Phone Room 
Good salary 
plus commission. 
Call Ida at 
531-2100 
The 11 ·year old team, which goes Alcoholl•m to page 8 
McDonald's R8staurallts 
Part Time Em·ployment Opportunities 
At The Following Locations - ·Alt Near x.u. 
4871 Raadlna Road·· 
u1ctoru Par11wau and mcm111an streets 
Rldaa and Hlahland Auanuas 
28 East Slllh ·straat · 1cross From Fountain sauara 
Thul'IUy, oetOiier 5, 1171 
27 Calhoun. 11raa1 
111 a. montaomaru Road and 1-11 
McDonald's Restaurants provides excellent part time employment opportunities 
for college students. Flexible hours can be arranged to accomodate your schedule. 
Our particular needs at this time are the breakfast shift-6:30a.m. till 10:30 a.m. and 
the night shift from 7 p.m. until close. Also, we have excellent.opportunities for part 
time ·custodial work on weekends. 
If you have the availability and the interest we can introduce you to mana_gement 
responsibility in fast food. This could be an excellent opportunity to expand your 
understanding of business. 
Interviews will be conducted at the career placement office from 9 a.m. till 4:30 
p~m. on Octo~er &th and Octol;»er 10th. 
··.·.-.: 
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Editors 
BARBARA R. BARRETT . MARGARET J. CONNELLY 
GLENN A. FELTZ ROBEIHJ; HELVATY 
DONALD P. TASSONE MICHELLE M. TOCORZIC 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1978 
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SuppQtt Survil: Writ~ a letter 
(fbinion 
Letters 
H·ackett blasts 
class evaluations 
The re~ent happenings in Nicaragua because of the Somoza regime 
. require the attention of all Americans. Mass murder; torture, starva-
tion, economic suppression have pockmarked the country and people 
of Nicaragua. As human beings, we cannot sit by and let these in-
justices continue. We m~t come to the aid, in the spirit of peace and 
justice, of the people of N1icaragua. . 
We can help resolve the problem by showing our dissatisfactiori 
with U.S. support of Somoza, and by offering encouragement to the 
Archbishop of Managua there. . 
The News supports the cause of peace in Nicaragua. It suggests an 
active involvement by the faculty and stu,dents of Xavier in the fight 
for justic~ in Nicaragua. 
On the suggestion by the Rev. Bernard Survil, M.M., a leader in 
ithe struggle for peace in.Nicaragua, the News requests that the Xavier 
community write letters of support to the· bishop of Managua and · 
also letters to President Carter protesting U .s .. encouragement. of 
Somoza. · 
The following patterns of communicaiion have been suggested by 
Survil: .·· . . . . . 
· To the Archbishop of Managua: OUR PRAYERS ARE WITH 
YOU. (Send to Archbishop l\iiguel Abando-Bravo, Apartado 20089 
Managua, Nicaragua.) 
To President Carter: NO. MORE ENCOURAGEMENT FOR 
SOMOZA.(Send to ·Pres: Carter, 1600 Pennsylvania. Ave: 
Washington, DC.) -M~T 
that the majority is always wrong, I has been extraordinary, and "Blaz- Apathy• peeled to arid elected to lead.and 
do not on the other hand grant them ing Saddles" marks a turning point • reform, and yeUhey 'sit idle."Weii 
amonopolyontrutheither. in the growth of the Film Com- He doesn't care that'snotexactlytrue.Atthebegin-
The reason that evaluations are mittee'sendeavors. Wehopethatthe . ningofthisyeai:(Sept.9)therewasa. 
harmful is that they are so readily trend established in the month of · "br~instorming ses.sion" to m&ice 
available and easily filled out - and September will continue in months "new" goals for the coming school 
therefore are. churned out by the and even years to come. . To the Editor: year. Eight of those 12 "new" goals. 
thousandseveryyear.Myquestionis Sincerely, It would appear that most of werethesame"new"goalspro~d · 
this: How important is one student's Larry Visnic today's students have fallen prey to · by previous administratiOnsl 
opinion in the face of this deluge? If. Tom Welsh a disease which manages ·to The bottom line is that goV,~m-
someone took the time io seriously Molly Masset debilitate its victims very rapidly. ment has grown too large ancf.inef· 
To the Editor: consider his feelings about a course, What is worse is that this disease ficient for such a small university. 
LastMaylmadeupmymindthat couldhisvoicebeheardagainstthe Miii · k h I often·goesunnoticed by its victims It's too fat and desperately'rieeds 
this would be the last time I would thousands of other voices? er See S · 9 P until it's too late. This eventually trimming down, NOW! . 
partake in the charade known as stu- I suggest that student class f 11 leads to succumbing to it. There was a recent attempt at 
dent class evaluations. Never again evaluations be done away with im- rom COU nC The cure rate for. this . illness is re~ucing the "'excess baggaae" ae,;, . 
would I pick a number from one to mediately. Let the student who has minimalatbest.Onlyafewhaveever cumulated over the yean. A 
ten on such meaningful questions as: . something serious tO say express it in recovered from it. The costs of proposal was .introduced to ihrink 
"did my professor display any an- a well organized ·paper, written on To the Editor: ~covery are great ... and so a~ the senate by four members (from 16 to 
noyiilgmannerisms?" or' "were there his own time, carefully thought out As I sat in the Commuter Council . r11ks. The only reme~y know~ 1n o~r 12) over . a two year period~ The 
too many tests?" or, who can forget and presented. Certainly this sort of office, labeling l300 newsletters, my adva~~ !Cchnolop:al society 1s .reaso111 ranged from: 1) a smaller 
the classic; ''Was· the assigned text evaluation would be worthwhile. ff mind began to wonder. It hadn't self·d11C1pline. One must fo!CC · : Senate would incieue its efr1e~ncy, 
helpful for the course?" would truly communicate an in- gone far before it came upon the oneself_.to try and to accomplish ... thereby its productivity, 2) :tbat:it 
Initially, it was the evaluation telligent message to the teacher and l)'f'ics of a song from the Broadway somethiq ... to stand up and be · would increase com.,etitionJiif elic-
from itself that annoyed me, the would be a chance for the student to musical "1776." The. lyrics reflected counted ... to 1pe~k out and be tio111, 3) that it would~- Se.-ate 
.~~•r~d~~~ng~sre~«~--------------------------------~.~~~~~~~~~f~'atm 
offender. In this kind, one is asked to beforelfwai expanded ~nnecessari-
. choose'from seven. or eighCpossibte . ly . . . . 
responses to a simple question. Later The provision was voted down the 
this multiplicity of numbers is sub- first time 3-7-4. The second time, the 
nitted to the computer, which vote was 2-8-4. It would appear tha~ 
presumably can translate it into a this is partly due to the fact that 
meaningful statistic. Not likely, many senators fear losing their seats 
however. It seems to me that one in the coming elcctio111. And, partly 
man's six is another man's two. Two because of an attack of ACUTUS . 
students could be equally pleased INERTIAS. Also, it would appear 
about a course yet one might decide that too many senators as well as 
that the course deserves a five while other students are afraid of taking 
the other assigns it a nine. And woe such terrible "risks." 
betide the professor whose students Dave Scaletta 
, have an affinity for the lesser 
numbers. 
Also, this type of evalutation is 
seen to be even less valid when one 
considers that the computer cannot 
distinguish between the responses of 
a dedicated involved student and an 
apathetic one. It seems to me that the 
farmer's opinion is more worthy of 
attention than the latter's. But of 
course their responses would count 
equally. · 
This is not to say that the written 
evaluation form is much better. The 
. ; type of questions offered in written 
"SOMEHOW I GET THE "EELING THEY'VE BEEN USING 
Corrigan 
blasts Burl 
To the Editor: · 
· evaluations disturbs me. I recall the 
evaluation I filled out for a literature 
course. last year containing the 
following questions: "What did I THE SAME DISHWATER FOR THE PAST FIVE YEARS" 
In response to Cathy Burfisher's 
letter . concerning library hours, ·I 
believe a few facts have -beon 
·overlooked. The 1975-76 slirvey 
which she mentioned was conducted 
at 10:30 p.m. which is one half hour 
before closing. It seems to me·that 
any head-count taken at this hour 
. would be inaccurate. If the library 
were to be open until midnight there 
would be mariy studentsjustarrivin 
·at 10:30 p.m. During the experiment 
when the library was open until 11 
p.m., most students were leaving at 
10:30 p.m. · 
value most in the course?", followed 
by, "What did I value least?". Then I was asked if the assigned reading was ._ ______________________________________ _. 
helpful. (I think that it is safe to say develop an ability to criticize in-
that reading the assignments is telligently, which is supposed to be a' 
"helpful" in a literature course.) primary function of higher educa-
The more I think about these tion. 
evaluations· however, the more I feel 
that not only are they useless (for the 
Edward Hackett 
reasons stated above>. but beyond ·Fiim board 
that they are harmful. Class . 
evaluations were started (after a th k 
fierce struggle against the faculty, as express an s 
I am given to understand) on the 
assumption that the students have a To the Editor: 
legitimate right to intelligently The Film Committee would to 
criticize the academic system. I cer- thank the community of Xavier for 
tainly do not disagree with this. their overwhelming support of last 
However, I do take issue with the week'sshowingoP'BlazingSaddles." 
ideathattheseevaluationsconstitute We must. apologize to some 
"intelligent criticism." The only in- however, because attendance at the 
formation obtainable from· ihem is evening showing was so great that 
popular opinion. And, while I am many were turned ·away. 
not about to propose Shaw's idea Support of the film series thus far 
. . . 
the despair which General George 
Washington felt while writing to his 
hopeless congress in Philadelphia. 
The words were, "Is anybody there? 
Does anybody care?" 
Since taking this office last spring, 
I find myself asking this question 
more and more of commuten. In-
deed, do any ofyoucommutencare? 
Do you care enough to pt intereated 
and involved in your own 
organization? If you do, . J'd. really 
like to meet and work with you. Juat 
look me up in the Commuter Coun-
cil office be'hind the Info Desk on the 
first floor of the University Center. 
Please show your campus and 
yourself that you do care and can 
help. 
Suzanne M. Miller 
President of Commuter Council 
heai'd ... to boldly go where no man 
has bone beforelll The disease you 
ask?lt's known as ACUTUS INER.; 
TIAS: (a cyou tus in er shus), or, 
apathy in layman's terins. 
As previously mentioned, the risks 
are high ... the side effects, dangerous. 
When one tries the prescribed 
remedy one risks his/ her reputation. 
Signs of this infectious disease are 
everywhere. One only has to look at 
our campus.for its effects. Look in 
the claSBrooms, clubs, student 
government, etc. l'o deal with all of 
these would take up too much space. 
This le.tter will only deal with the last 
one ... student government. 
Who could show a better example 
of apathy in action, (or should that 
be apathy inaction)? This is a group 
of some 16 senators; 3 executives ex-
It's· true that Mt. St. Joe's and 
Ed~eclitrs libraries close ·early; 
however, this is a poor eJ!'CUSC for clos 
ing Xavier's library early. We should 
try to think of ourselves as in a 
· different class than these schools and 
look to U .C. or Miami as our model 
for library houn. . .. 
I.,realize that: longer hours .would 
entail greater costs; however, Xavier 
has been in the black for the last six 
years and their. stinginess is stifling 
student excellence. 
· Many graduate students cannot 
get to Xavier ·during the present 
hours. If library hours were extend-
ed, then, these students, who 
generally take courses at night, could 
study after their night clals. 
Kevin Corrigan 
NIGHT MOVES, MORNING SICKNESS 
By HOWARD HENDRIX living, hard-working proletarians from nearby many others were going to experience the 
The way that many people view marijuana Norwood and youthful, Bohemian academics alCohol ·induced morning sickness and 
usage is the same way that I view Television - from Xavier University, 'both of which groups stopped thinking about it. 
and I don't view TV, that is, I don't 'watch' it, mingle well enough in their Search for Tbe This evening was a rare occasion at Dana's; 
because I believe that all the old bugaboos Holy Blitz. . there seemed to be a majority of people of the 
postulated against pot (before our Go.Iden · Moreover, Dana's is not a: 'prominent TV feminine pergender (Go, Thou! Scurry for thy. 
Age) are actutilly true for Television. TV rots . bar,' so I have no· qualms about materializing dictionary and see if thou canst find that 
the brain cells; heavy viewing results in bhirrcd there on occasion, and, when I have imbibed word!) in attendance. I don't know if this 
vision, a distorted view of reality (how real is long en~ugh and hard enough, dematerializ- happens to you, but it happens to me: when 
· · your image of the world ir'you derive it from ing there. . thoroughly soaked in alcohol, I become ex~ 
Laverne and $hirk)ll), rampant paranoia and · - · · ccedingly amorous; all my inhibitory systems 
schizophrenia('IC:an'tdecid!'Whichchannelto. · shut down, my old hormones come to a boil, · 
. watch, sO I'll watch them. all, simultaneous- and vol/a! lnstapt hots; just add mobile female 
· ly.') TV will make you a. Space Cadef(Star flesh (the more mobile, the better). Poes this 
»ek renina and Battle1jar: Golacticil are par-· happen to you? I don't know, but it happens to 
ticuJarly notorious.in this·department),' TV me. 
Ieacla to harder stuff: start off with black and· Fortunately for those· concerned, this ex-
wbite TV, soon you'll be buying Super-Coior ceeding amorousness is accompanied by an in-
with all the extras, tbim a .".ideO<aaette ·· ·creasing amorphousness: I lose shape and 
ree.ol'.cler~· fmally leidma to maift-line Giant coherency. so that my best efforts.gain only 
Screen addiction; Supportms thi1 habit colt• about as much attention as the ever-present 
money and draini S.1e;,urca1 ·many· timei On the e..-ening in question,' my car rocked cigarette smoke. So I play FoosbaU instead. 
leadina to crime for a q~k monetary fix. TV • to a atop in the enormous pot-hole which some ·. One particular young ·.stud had enjoyed 
zape your 1onacla wit.h radiation, multini in people haw theeft'rontery to call D~na's park~ better luck (though he was much drunker than 
inews:sibJe. chromosome· damaF (amona iq lot. (fhe proprietors:have litde incentive anyone I'd ever seen), and was in the midst of 
heavy watchen) with the ie1Ult that your off· for fixinl the. lot, seeing how at least ninety trying to get o_ut the side door with the girl he'd 
1pi'iq may look like 1c:ience-fiction ii- · pcrwnt oftbe patrons live within walking dis- picked up, when I must have passed out onto 
· tmtrations. Have you ever seen anyone who tance,andagood number of those have taken the table lwai sitting at. When. I looked up 
bu. OD'ed on TV? Friend, it's not a pretty · . up permanent residence in the building .again, everything in .Dana's had taken on a 
1jpt; The poor misfortunate just sits there anyway.)AslopenedDana'sfrontdoor(there new meaning .. The border ofred neons behind 
staring blankly into space, forever waiting for Wel'.C too 'many people packed around the side . ·the bar cast everything in the smoke the color 
captain Kirk to say those magic: words: door for me to enter there), a great cloud com- . of Hell's furnace fires; the Budweiser novelty 
"Theae are the voyages of the starship Enier~ posed of smoke, alcohol vapors, and other . chandelier above the bar spun like a strobe. 
pr## ... " · · . . . scents billowed forth into the night. Making The bar-tender was adorned in the ghostly red 
That is why I no longer watch TV. It is un- my way to the bar after some difficulty, I · of the neons, a master warlock among his in-
fortunate that TV was de-criminalized before ordered several . Millers. The desi&n of the . struments, ·conjuring and · mixing devil-
ita harmful side-effects could be thoroughly Miller bottle has a certain Old World aesthetic potions which his yp.ung cove11-followers 
studied. · appeal; e'er notice? · downed rapidly, screaming for more. These 
I will continue .this jeremiad against Televi- After finishing those, I drifted around cultists cavorted evilly in that same red light, 
aion no longer. Suffice it to say that, faced with Dana's, upstairs and down, played a little pin- .·bending intently over glowing machines that 
· 1pendina an unoccupied evening with the ac- ball, threw some darts, and continued my ·.made strange incoherent noises; the ·witches 
c:uned Box orin the company of fellow human research for this article. I plied the juke-box and warlocks pounded on these machines, 
beina• at some appropriate watering-hole, I with quarters, letting that glowing making them groan and ring harder, like con-
would \vilely choose the bitter. It waa precisely philosopher's stone turn base silver into demned souls in Helt Others stood about 
thil compulaion for c:omraderie that brought . music~ It was unfortunate the place was so tables, grasping control rods, bantering about 
me to. Dana's one ewnina in the never-so- crowded, especially for those people .who .·a small.sphere which I took to represent the 
. ·diltant past. . wandered into· t.he lilie of my unsteady dart- Eart~ the fate of which these fiends seemed to 
. Ah! Dana Gardens, that den of debauchery, throwing and were promptly skewered. My be controlling. The most horrific: •iaht of all 
thaiforum offrivolity, that beery bliss-land. . brain-cell death-toll was riling steadily, as it was the glowing ahir ofthejuke-bpx, around 
Ail · inte~tini place. Its brown wood decor was for those harpooned, 10 none of us were · which demons danced as two youn1 warlocks 
lies somewhere between Nejpborbood Irish feeling any pain anyway. The thoqht paucd bepn aac:rifu:iq a wench wearing a scarlet 'A' 
· Pub Ind Late Oepreilion-era Fin Trap.-,(tl" ~my.mind how.raunchy. I .waa.1oiq.to.feel the. on her T -ahirt. Others began looking at me. I 
c:lientele. is an amazina amalpm of hard· next mornina, but, lookiq around; haw how cleciclecl it wu time to leave. 
Survll 
I thought of fleeing to the second floor, bu_t 
then remembered the dart-board and 
shuddered to think what grisly ritual I would · 
find underway there. I stumbled out into the 
parking lot .. 
;rhe cold night air brought me back to my 
senses somewhat. I could hear Seger's "Night 
Moves" coming from the juke-box inside. As I 
waiked to my car, I saw Young Stud and his 
new girl.friend discovering each other in his 
car. He was still powerfully drunk; would he 
ever feel it in the morning! If his interJ)er-
sonalist delving with the girl resulted in 
unhoped-for success, she would be feeling sick 
in the mornings, too, :not so· ma~y weeks 
hence. C'est la vie/ · 
I must admit I had some difficulty driving 
home. About halfway there, though, I turned 
on my headlights and that made things much 
easier. Some sloppy orbital calc:ulations oc-
curred (read: I missed the drive-way and park-
ed on a small tree), but I made it home in one 
piece and began this colum~. · 
By the full light of day streaming across my 
typewriter, I realiie I hav" ·spent ieveral hours 
writing this article, seven. hours to be exact, 
mainly because the keys of my tys'ewriter kept 
dancing away from· my fingers. My poor 
besotted brains are suffering retribution for 
that night in the never-so-distant past. 
This article is finished; when they pin it to 
the dart-board at Dana's, let him who iS 
. without literary pretensions cast the first dart! 
AUTHOR'S NOTE: WHAT "COSMIC 
HUBRIS" MEANS. 
Too many people have asked me what 
Cosmic Hubris means; this annoys me, as I 
had originally left the title undefined as an 'ex-
. ercise for the student' but now I find that I 
must define its true meaning and not continue 
passing out faulty definitions (in my an-
noyance). · · . 
Hubris is a word of Greek origin, meaning 'the 
fatal flaw of pride, specifically that pride that 
sets Man against his GOd or Gods.' Writers 
believe that they have the power to create 
worlds from their own imaginations. The 
Power of World Creation is, however, the 
province of God and GOd alone. Every writer 
is therefore guilty of hubris on a scale of ab-
solutely cosmic dimensiOns. · 
· · Is simple, no? .. · 
from page 1 P&G grant. aids fund 
Survil, because "she is on the side of 
the people ... the poor. The Church is 
with the people and .the people are 
with the Church and they together 
are fighting Somoza," Survil added. 
·Somoza's annies ·are ravaging the The Church has officially asked 
land, wealthy Nicaraguan Ian- Somoza to resign from office, but 
A S2SO,OOO gift from the Procter& downers are rapidly fleeing the coun- Somoza has refused. 
Gamble Fund, the highlight of the try. Approximately $40 million have Carter has received a letter from 
initial gifts phase of the $8,375,000 left the countey in three months. the Church of Nicaragua demanding 
Sesquicentennial c:amiJaip, was an- Further press releases refate that an end to U.S. aid for Somoza. Ac-
~ounc:ed September 26 by Rev. R. there ii virtually no money coming cording to the Philadelphia Inquirer 
W. Mullipn,S.J.,Xavierpmident. into Nicaragua. Small businesses Sept.17, 1978,theletterhascharged· 
Xavier's Sesquicentennial will and enterprises have been destroyed Nicaraguan authorities of "in-
take place in 1981, marking 150 by national guard· bombing. The discriminate machine gunning of the 
years of growth since the ac:hool was primary source. of revenue for population; summary killing of in-
founded in 183L The Sesquicenten- . Nicaragua is in the form of exporta- surgenta; killing by torture of im-
nial.• ·campaign.· seeks funds for t.ion of· coffee, cotton, sugar, ;and prisoned perso~s; illegal raids on 
curricular and cultural programs, beef. Because offearfortheirlivesor homes, ... torture on public 
scholarships, library additions, because of a nation-wide strike thoroughfares by the national guard 
scientific equipment, construction against Somoza, the peasants are not of many persons, especially young 
of an addition to the library for harvesting ripe crops. Even those people." Survil said that many of the 
· Xavier's art collection, and the con- employed working the fields cannot' old people of Nicaragua have sold 
struc:tion of a building for the afford to eat. Food prices have out to the Somoza power in fear and 
College of Bu1ine11 Administration. skyrocketed in . the wake of the that the young people are leading the 
The grant from the Procter & fiahtina, and the average peasant resistence. 
Gamble Fund will enable Xavier . worker is payed $2.00 a day for . When asked about the political 
Univenity'1 aladuate pro1ram in· twelve hours of work. Consequently, . future of Nicaragua, Survil said, "It 
Hospital and Health Administration much of Nicaragua is plagued with all depends on Washington." 
to begin a new proaram for training Fr. llullpn (cenier) dllou•• Ille XU .....,_ of HOlpltal encl Health muutarvation and economic ruin. Nicaragua is the political will of the 
executives in directing geriatric: units AdllllnlltnlllOn with two.....,...nllllwlollllel'roatlrA ~amble Fund. Gerlkl SUrvil has taken ·no political posi- U.S. "If America consideri this (the 
and . out-patient (Health 1.Genclell(ld)andhmletl.N .... (rllM).llllr_...bHnllandlcllheflrll tionconcerningtheSomozaregime. Nicaraguan plight) another TV 
Maintenance) or· ambulatory care In.........,.. ol • """'•' . ._ ..... tor X...,.. MHA program. He maintains the teaching of the sideshow, it will continue." As Iona 
clinics. The contribution will ·be Church in Nicaragua. He said, as America continues to support the 
given to Xavier· in five. annual in- however, that he feels tlie U.S. Somoza regime, the opposition (to 
stallmenta ofS,0,000 each. . tOtalSl,400,000. Th~fi1ureinclUcte1 world. And Xavier has been in the· government involvement in ·the Somoza) will continue· and more 
"Procter & Gamble's support of a portion of the $500,000 matching black for five years in a row." Somoza regime has ... no moral people will be martyred. ..But 
Xa viel's hospital administration grant from the National Endowment ·William J. Williama, chairman ·Of legitimacy." "It is the United State's freedom has its price, and the fear of 
master's program," .said W. Wallace for the Humanities. Father Mulligan Xavier's board of trustees; said, responsibility to withdraw support Somoza is dissolvin1- People are 
Abbott, president ·of ·the · P .t G reported, "New grants an.d increased ·~strengthening Xavier's current from Somoza in solidarity to the beginning to· take a stand (apinst 
Fund, "reflects P & G's committ- gifts ~rom,alumni, friends, and c:or- programs ii a priotjty. matter at Nicaraguan people. We cannot be Somoza)." . · 
ment to im'provementa in the porat1ons have enabled us to match Xavier. This effort will be helped accomplices to violence," said Sur- Survil warned the American pe(1-
medical field as well as to the com- the farat year's part of the three-year considerably with the aid of P &: G's . vii. · pie about believing the news frdm 
pany's interest in educational ex- NEH challenge grant. We're very . gift." Williams went on to explain The U.S. Congress voted to supp- the Somoza government. "The truth 
cellence in Cincinnati." happy with the response to our call another essential reason for the Ses- ly arms to Somoza in 1977. Also, a can be told, but it's not always being 
In thanking PrOc:ter & Gamble, for help in meeting the NEH · quic:entennial Fund campaign. totalofS44millionhasbcenreleased told,"hesaid.Somoza'sgovernment 
Xavier· president Rev. Robert W. challenge and ·we expectthe remain- .. Xavier docs not have the endow- for "humanitarian" purposes and is censoring wire service releaaea, 
Mullipn, S.J., stated, ,.Procter &: ing two years of.the NEH c~lleqe ment that other institutions have, road construction to Somoza from and consequently, the U.S. is nqt 
Gamble's generous gift enables to be equally 1uc:ce11ful." and consequently must rely on help 'May to June of 1978. However, ina receiving a full picture of life in 
Xavier's highly respected hospital "The purpose of the Scaquicenten- from friends of the university. To letter to PresidentJ immy Carter the Nicaragua. Survil said that the w"' 
administrationpro1ramtohelpour .. nialcami>ai&nisto.makesureour· meet the steadily rising costs of Church ·.of· Nicaragua said, services.are c:loudina Americans! 
region by supplyiq ·health c:are future is as solid and distinguished as operation and to remain current in .. assistance for education and view of N ic:araaua by biuecl, 
leadersschooledinmethodsofkeep- our put," said Mullipn ... Within preparing students for tomorrow's agricu,tural puqjoaea, in the final language and too heavy reliance ofi 
in1 · costs down and serving the the last rew yean Xavier hal steadily problems and opportunities, it is analysis, are channeled . for the ·government sources. He cautioned! 
changing population." inc:reued.·:We have expanded the vitally important that Xavier's en- repression of the people." Americans to .read with care and 
. With the P & G grant, initial gifts curriculum, addi~I course• and dowment be substantially in- The Roman Catholic Church in look for other .1ourc:e1 of info~~ ; ~ ·~::T.~~r.:~~1. ~ ... ~~ .~~'Y., P.r~~~~~f.·~~' ~~\~Jn, ~~ar;~ ~ i ~~e~d·"; .. ,, ... ,. ; : . , ! ! ~ ·, .~i~a,r~aua.~~·~te~rr~~~~i;~:ti11 :~~~~ .~~s:ct,~·.th~:m~~'0.-~'=;r; 
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Alcoholism 
from·page 5 
We. have a cross section-of students, 
. and across .the country it;s (drinking) 
a pretty big problem." · · 
In dealing with the problem, 
Dillon said that she feels "There's no 
simple answer to· it. Part of it's 
because it's an alcoholic society." 
She cited the example of T.V. 
programs featuring characters who 
inevitably use alcohol at every possi-
ble occasion. "It's .around. us all the 
·time:"·.· · · · · · 
She said she feels·that a valuable 
preventive measure is to provide 
education to keep people frQm get-
ting into the problem. If people 
know the dangers perhaps they'll : · 
have the sense to recognize a 
problem or to prevent it ·before it 
happens. 
Terry and Mark, The Bengals, ND and The Browns M.P. - Been caught lately'!f! Peg Dillon, assistant dean of 
women and head of last year's task 
force on alcoholism, campared 
Xavier to other colleges: "I would· 
Definition of a NERD: Any person Who gets a fat lip Ei. Connie College is the~·-" l_ook_. _ _ 
while in the process of locating her toes. R.R. ~What time did the maid walk in on YOU this 
A.A.~ How's your toe'! _wee_•k'! ________ _ 
· guess that we're certainly average. 
, .... 
Don't spend a lot of money buying 
snacks and meals for yourself this semester. 
Or a lot of time cooking them. Instead, :get a . 
PanHandler™ compact fry pan for your rooin. 
It cooks quick, cleans up quick, and· lets you 
get back to something more important. 
The Proctor-Silex PanHandler he.ats 
up fast, goes easy on en~rgy, and tucks 
·away in its own little comer. ·Just plug it in to 
cook yourself a couple of great burgers, hot 
dogs, omelets, steaks, even pancakes, 
french toast or crepes. 
. When·you're finished, unplug it and 
.it's a snap to clean. Then you're ready for 
the next time. 
All this and a free Corn Popper Topper too .. 
Later on as you and a friend relax 
· over a chilled glass of milk, you can plug it _ 
in again, because the PanHandler converts 
to a self-buttering popcorn maker. All you · 
need is the Com Popper Topper™ attdch-· 
ment shown here. Suggested retail price 
is $5.95, but until Nov. 1, 1978, we'll sendyou 
orie free when you comply with details in 
the coupon below. . 
Better than an -intelligent roommate. 
So if you want to fix quick and easy . 
snacks and meals, share your room with a 
PanHandler. You'll find it at mdst retail · 
outlets, eager to go to college and help you 
eat better for less'. 
81~ fc!'c'!,ff}}!,!'·SILEX 
We're plugged into America. 
Free C0111 PopperToppar· . I Clip and mail to: Proet_or-Silex; Box 522, King of Prussia, Pa.19406 I . 
I To receive fltl free Corn ..... came with the PanHandler'• I . Popper Topper attachment, ' '· ' fry pan. I have al5o enclosed · I have enclosed the· "Proof a dated sales receipt for the · . 
I of Purchase" seal from. the PanHandler: I made my ptir· 1· inside · back cover of my chase between Sept. l, . 
I "Use and Care" book which · . 1978anqNovemberl,1978. , Please mail my free Com Popper Topper to: 11 · I Name I; 
I Address . 1• City State · Zip ___ _ 
I Deadline: All Com Poppe.r Topper requests must be postmark.Eid no later than Dec. I, 1978. 1 ·. Allow 6 weeks for delivery. Offer void where prohibited, restricted or taxed by law. . · Offer qpplies only to Proctor-Silex Corn Popper Topper. : · . . . 
Llnly "~roof of Purch. ase" seal from inside back cover of "Use and Ca.re" b~ok plus dated _J sales shp constitute vahd proof of purchase. · · .. 
.... - - - - ..... - - ..... - -·-··· . 
